3:00 pm  

Opening Remarks 

**Caroline Amoroso**  
Can non-human animals be disgusted? 

**Lara Linden**  
How do stem cells change their environment?  

**Heather Wallace**  
How is knowing a person different than knowing a tornado?  

**Rose Mary Xavier**  
“I don’t need medicine – there is nothing wrong with me. I’m just here for a check-up.” 

**Ashlyn Sanders**  
How does criminalizing the transmission of HIV/AIDS lead to the social death of those infected?  

**Aaron Kutnick**  
How trustworthy are computer algorithms as curators of human experience?  

**Troy Campbell**  
What really motivates the denial of science and the problems science identifies? 

**Anastasia Quintana**  
Why parasites are fascinating and not horrifying 

5-Minute Break
4:00 pm

Ellen Rivers Gambrell
What is the connection between nationalism and American professional football?

Ted Stanek
How is chewing coordinated?

Mandana Manzari
Faster, Better, Stronger Cancer Medicine: How can we engineer powerful drugs designed from our own proteins to kill cancer cells and learn about their underlying biology?

Bryan Groves
Do veterans in government affect the likelihood of war or the amount of force used?

Kirsten Santos Rutschman
What do folk music and art music have to say to each other?

Brandt Levitt
Can we repurpose existing drugs to efficiently staunch the spread of mosquito-borne infectious disease?

Curtis Lee
How do we capture the energy of the ocean?

Aline Waguespack-Claytor
What should be the role of paternalism and shared decision-making in modern medicine?

5-Minute Break
5:00 pm

**Brian Clark**
Are we asking students to play roulette with their college loan money?

**Jessica Ordax**
How do we define informed consent?

**Elizabeth Doran**
Is sustainability the environmentalism of the anthropocene?

**Brandon Fain**
Can computers learn to be fair, and why should we care?

**Wynn Hunter**
How often do physicians and patients discuss the cost of treatment options during clinic visits, and what impact do these discussions have on medical decision-making?

**Javier Romero Haaker**
What is the impact of exposure to terrorist violence on political beliefs?

Concluding Remarks
**Dan Ariely**

*Following the presentations, please join us for a reception in the CIEMAS Atrium!*